Oblique Clip Technique via Anterior Temporal Approach for Blood Blister Aneurysm of Distal Portion of Internal Carotid Artery.
Blood blister aneurysms (BBAs) of the internal carotid artery (ICA) are challenging vascular lesions for neurosurgeons because they are fragile and difficult to clip. They are commonly found at the dorsal wall of the ICA. Trapping is an alternative for these lesions, accompanied by vascular reconstruction. However, they are sometimes close to the posterior communicating artery and anterior choroidal artery. A 30-year-old man presented with subarachnoid hemorrhage caused by rupture of a BBA in the right distal ICA. After construction of a high-flow bypass, the BBA was accessed via the standard pterional approach to end only in proximal clipping. Two weeks later, the remnant of the BBA showed a tendency to grow. Therefore, the anterior temporal approach was successfully used to obliterate the BBA using an oblique clip technique under direct inspection of patency of the perforators. The anterior temporal approach to a BBA in the distal ICA is amenable to application of the oblique clip technique, which can provide direct inspection of the perforators emanating from the posteromedial wall of the ICA as well as obliteration of the pathologic wall. Furthermore, less retraction of the frontal lobe is also reasonable for avoidance of premature rupture of a fragile BBA.